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Abstract. On the basis of a new sample of quasar optical po-

larization measurements, we have found that, in a region of the

sky, the quasar polarization vectors are not randomly oriented

as naturally expected, but appear concentrated around one pref-

erential direction.

In order to verify this surprising although preliminary re-

sult, we have compiled a large sample of quasar polarization

measurements from the literature. With quite severe criteria to

eliminate at best the contamination by our Galaxy, a sample of

170 quasars with good quality polarization measurements has

been defined. Maps in redshift slices reveal a few regions where

the polarization vectors are apparently aligned. To handle the

problem more quantitatively, non-parametric 3D statistical tests

were designed, as well as a method for visualizing spatially the

results. The significance is evaluated through Monte-Carlo sim-

ulations.

Applied to our sample of 170 polarized quasars, two differ-

ent statistical tests provide evidence, with significance levels of

0.005 and 0.015 respectively, that the optical polarization vec-

tors of quasars are not randomly distributed over the sky but are

coherently oriented on very large spatial scales. This orientation

effect appears spatially delimited in the 3D Universe, mainly oc-

curing in a few groups of 10-20 objects. The polarization vectors

of objects located along the same line of sight but at different

redshifts do not appear accordingly aligned. Essentially for this

reason, instrumental bias and contamination by interstellar po-

larization in our Galaxy are unlikely to be responsible for the

observed effect.

The very large scale at which this local orientation effect

is observed indicates the presence of correlations in objects or

fields on spatial scales ∼ 1000h−1 Mpc at redshifts z ' 1-2,
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suggesting an effect of cosmological importance. Several pos-

sible and testable interpretations are discussed.
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1. Introduction

In the framework of a study of polarization properties of broad

absorption line quasars, we have recently obtained new optical

polarization measurements for a sample of moderate to high-

redshift quasars (Hutsemékers et al. 1998). Significantly polar-

ized objects were found. During the analysis of the data, we

realized that in some regions of the sky the quasar polarization

position angles are apparently not randomly distributed within

180◦ as naturally expected, but appear concentrated around one

direction. Moreover, it was possible to delineate a contiguous

volume in the three-dimensional space in which all objects have

their polarization position angles within 80◦. Although we are

dealing with small numbers, the probability of such a situation

is already small, but not meaningful since one may have picked

out a peculiar configuration out of a random process. It never-

theless prompted us to see in the literature how the polarization

position angles are distributed for quasars located in the same

volume of the Universe. Five additional polarized quasars were

found in the specified region, with the surprising result that their

polarization position angles are concentrated around the same

direction, giving a first evidence for some kind of coherent ori-

entation on very large spatial scales. These preliminary results

motivated us to carry out a more detailed statistical study of

the distribution of quasar polarization position angles, using a

sample, as large as possible, of measurements compiled from

the literature.

In Sect. 2, we report in more detail the first evidence for

spatially coherent orientations of quasar polarization vectors.

In Sect. 3, we discuss the selection of a large sample of opti-

cal polarization measurements from data available in the litera-

ture. A preliminary analysis is given in Sect. 4, where we also
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present maps of quasar polarization vectors in redshift slices.

Since a quantitative statistical method is needed, we propose in

Sect. 5 dedicated non-parametric statistical tests, together with

a method for visualizing the results. Basically the tests measure

the circular dispersion of polarization position angles for groups

of neighbours in the three-dimensional space, the significance

being evaluated through Monte-Carlo simulations. The results

of the statistical tests are given in Sect. 6, providing evidence

for polarization vector “alignments” on very large spatial scales.

Since it is clear that the presence of such an effect may be of

great importance for cosmology, some possible interpretations

are discussed in Sect. 7, as well as possible biases in the data,

the latter being essentially ruled out. Final conclusions form the

last section.

2. First evidence from a small sample

With the aim of studying the polarization of broad absorption

line (BAL) quasars, we have obtained optical linear polariza-

tion measurements for a sample of 42 moderate to high-redshift

optically selected quasars. The observations were carried out at

the European Southern Observatory (ESO) with the 3.6m tele-

scope, during two runs in 1994. The telescope was equipped

with the EFOSC camera set up in its imaging polarimetry mode

(see e.g. di Serego Alighieri 1989). The details of these obser-

vations and their analysis are reported elsewhere (Hutsemékers

et al. 1998).

Out of the 42 quasars, 20 were observed during the first ob-

serving run, all of them at high northern galactic latitudes bII .

15 quasars appear significantly polarized, i.e. with p ≥ 2 σp, p
denoting the measured degree of polarization (expressed in %),

and σp the uncertainty. Since the uncertainties of these measure-

ments are typically around 0.3%, this corresponds to values of

p larger than 0.6 %, values from which one may consider the

polarization to be intrinsic to the quasars (Berriman et al. 1990).

This also corresponds to a maximum uncertainty σθ ' 14◦ for

the polarization angle θ1, σθ being evaluated using the standard

relation σθ = 28.◦65 σp/p (e.g. Clarke & Stewart 1986).

While we naturally expect the quasar polarization angles

to be randomly distributed between 0◦ and 180◦, it appears

that 11 out of the 15 polarized objects have their angles θ dis-

tributed within the limited range ∆θ = 83◦. More interestingly,

we can define a contiguous volume in the three-dimensional

(3D) space, limited by redshifts z ≤ 2.3 and right ascensions

α ≥ 11h 15m, where all the quasars, i.e. 7 objects, have their

polarization angles between 146◦ and 46◦, i.e. in the range

∆θ = 80◦ (cf. Table 1). The probability that such a situation

occurs by chance is of the order of a few percent, but completely

meaningless since evaluated a posteriori. However, if an orien-

1 The polarization position angle, or simply polarization angle, θ, is

expressed in degrees from 0◦ to 180◦, and counted from the north-south

direction in the equatorial coordinate system, clockwise if east is to the

right. Polarization vectors refer to non-oriented lines of arbitrary length

centred at the object position with a direction fixed by the polarization

angle

Table 1. The two quasar samples showing polarization vector align-

ments: the first, from our observations, suggesting the effect, and the

second, from the literature, confirming it

Object bII z p σp θ σθ Ref

1115+080 +61 1.722 0.68 0.27 46 12 0

1120+019 +57 1.465 1.95 0.27 9 4 0

1212+147 +75 1.621 1.45 0.30 24 6 0

1246−057 +57 2.222 0.91 0.28 146 9 0

1309−056 +57 2.212 0.78 0.28 179 11 0

1331−011 +60 1.867 1.88 0.31 29 5 0

1429−008 +53 2.084 1.00 0.29 9 9 0

1222+228 +82 2.046 0.84 0.24 150 8 2

1246−057 +57 2.222 2.06 0.29 150 4 2

1255−316 +31 1.924 2.20 1.00 153 12 4

1303+308 +85 1.770 1.12 0.56 170 14 3

1309−216 +41 1.491 12.30 0.90 160 2 4

1309−056 +57 2.212 2.33 0.57 179 7 2

1354−152 +45 1.890 1.40 0.50 46 10 4

References: (0) Hutsemékers et al. 1998, (2) Stockman et al. 1984,

(3) Moore & Stockman 1984, (4) Impey & Tapia 1990

tation effect2 is indeed present, these observations can be used to

predict that, in the volume delimited in redshift and right ascen-

sion by our first set of 7 objects (i.e. 11h15m ≤ α ≤ 14h29m

and 1.465 ≤ z ≤ 2.222) , every significantly polarized quasar

should have a polarization angle between 146◦ and 46◦. Assum-

ing that the distribution of position angles is only due to chance,

the probability to find n objects, different from those of the first

set, within this angle range is simply (80/180)n.

To check this, we have compiled quasar optical polarization

measurements from all major surveys available in the literature

(see next section). Adopting the same quality requirements on

the data, i.e. σθ ≤ 14◦and p ≥ 0.6%, 7 polarized objects are

found in the volume previously defined in right ascension and

redshift (cf. Table 1). Two objects (1246-057 and 1309-056)

are common with our first set, and their published polarization

angles are in excellent agreement with our measurements (the

differences in the polarization degree p are most probably due

to the fact that the measurements were not done in the same

filters). It came as a surprise that all of the 5 remaining objects

have angles within the range predicted from our first sample,

a situation which has a probability of only 1.7% to occur by

chance.

More confidence within this preliminary result can be gained

from the fact that we had a priori no reason to fix the lower limit

in z as in our first sample (except for being able to compute

a probability a priori), and that if we adopt z ≥ 1.0 instead

of 1.465, 4 polarized objects (1127-145, 1246+377, 1254+047,

2 It is important to note that throughout this paper we will speak of

alignments or coherent orientations, although the polarization vectors

are generally poorly aligned, i.e. for example when the polarization

angles are distributed within 80-90◦, instead of spanning 180◦ as ex-

pected from a uniform distribution
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Fig. 1. A map of the polarization vectors of all polarized (p ≥ 0.6%

and σθ ≤ 14◦) quasars found in the literature with right ascensions

11h15m ≤ α ≤ 14h29m, and redshifts 1.0 ≤ z ≤ 2.3 (i.e. the objects

from Table 1, plus 4 additional ones mentionned in the text). The vector

length is arbitrary. The different symbols refer to different catalogues:

Stockman et al. 1984, and Moore & Stockman 1984 [losanges], Berri-

man et al. 1990 [triangles], Impey & Tapia 1990, and Impey et al. 1991

[circles], Hutsemékers et al. 1998 [squares]

and 1416+067) may be added to the sample, 3 of them with

polarization vectors accordingly aligned (cf. Tables 2 and 3).

Also, if we plot on a map all the objects considered up to now

(Fig. 1), a structure is apparent in the sense that the polarization

vectors are better aligned at the centre of the group: all quasars

with 12h22m ≤ α ≤ 13h09m (i.e. 8 objects) have 146◦ ≤ θ ≤
179◦ (∆θ = 33◦), suggesting a much more significant effect.

It is clear from Fig. 1 that, if quasar polarization vectors are

coherently oriented, this occurs on very large spatial scales.

These preliminary results provide a first, moderate, evidence

for a coherent orientation effect of quasar polarization vectors

in a limited, although very large, region of the sky. The fact that

objects from different surveys, observed with different instru-

mentations, behave similarly indicates that the effect is unlikely

to be due to an instrumental bias. These results motivate the

construction of a larger sample from the literature to investigate

if statistically significant alignments may be detected in other

regions of the sky, therefore providing more definite evidence

for the physical reality of the effect.

3. The selection of a large sample from the literature

In order to have a larger sample of quasar polarization angles,

we have compiled optical polarization measurements from all

(to our knowledge) major surveys available in the literature i.e.

those by Stockman et al. (1984), Moore & Stockman (1984),

Berriman et al. (1990), Impey & Tapia (1990), Impey et al.

(1991), Wills et al. (1992), and Hutsemékers et al. (1998). Sev-

eral of these surveys contain new measurements together with a

compilation of data from the literature. Here, we only consider

Fig. 2. The polarization degree (p in %) of distant (d ≥ 400pc) stars of

our Galaxy as a function of their galactic latitude |bII |. All data are from

the catalogue of Axon & Ellis (1976). The plot has been truncated to

p = 3.6% to emphasize the behavior of low-polarization objects, while

keeping all stars with |bII | ≥ 20◦

objects for which the polarization angle and the redshift are

given, and which are classified by the authors as quasars. Seyfert

galaxies and radio-galaxies were discarded, while BL Lac ob-

jects included by the authors in their quasar samples were taken

into account, the BL Lac nature being not the primary criterion

of selection. Note that some polarization surveys only dedicated

to BL Lac objects may be found in the literature. These were not

considered in our compilation, not only because the nature of

BL Lac objects and their relation to quasars is still unclear, but

also because their redshifts are uncertain (when measured), and

because it is often difficult to assess a unique value to their po-

larization angle. When more than one measurement is available

in a given catalogue, we have taken the data obtained with the

lowest uncertainty σp, whatever the value of p, θ, σθ, the filter

in which it was observed, or the possible or known variability.

Measurements with the smallest σp were preferred to those with

the smallest σθ since σθ depends on p and may be biased. Our

sample finally amounts to 525 measurements which correspond

to 433 different quasars, several objects belonging to more than

one catalogue.

Due to the fact that this is always a positive quantity, the

polarization degree p is biased at low signal to noise (e.g. Clarke

& Stewart 1986). It is important to note that the polarization

position angle is not affected by such a bias; only the uncertainty

σθ may be biased when computed using the standard formulaσθ

= 28.◦65σp/p, as done in most surveys. Since in most catalogues

the polarization measurements were not corrected for bias, we

only consider the measured values of p as they are reported. The

values of σθ were also used as reported, except for the Wills et

al. (1992) sample where the uncertainties are not given. For this

sample, σθ was re-computed using the standard formula.

Our compilation contains polarization measurements ob-

tained with various filters, and even in white light, which, due

to the range in redshift, correspond to quite different spectral
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regions in the quasar rest frame. Any wavelength dependence

of the polarization angle would contribute to smear out coherent

orientation effects. Fortunately, while the degree of polarization

may depend on wavelength, the quasar polarization angles show

apparently little or no wavelength dependence in the optical to

near-infrared spectral range, a characteristics which seems com-

mon to low and high polarization objects, as well as to BAL

quasars (cf. e.g. Saikia & Salter 1988, the multi-wavelength

studies by Stockman et al. 1984, Webb et al. 1993, and the

spectro-polarimetric observations by de Diego et al. 1994, Smith

et al. 1994, Cohen et al. 1995). This important property seems

to extend to the ultraviolet (Impey et al. 1995), although up to

now very few objects have been observed. Also, the time vari-

ability of the polarization degree and the position angle, which

is observed in many strong radio sources (e.g. Saikia & Salter

1988, Impey et al. 1991), will add some noise to the orienta-

tion effects. We nevertheless prefer to keep these objects in the

sample because they have generally high, well measured polar-

ization which can definitely not be attributed to extinction in our

Galaxy. Furthermore, it seems that for many blazars, the polar-

ization angles do not vary within a very large range of values, at

least in the considered sample (Impey et al. 1991). While these

effects certainly affect our data to some extent, we emphasize

that they can only act to reduce the deviation from an uniform

distribution, and certainly not to produce coherent orientations.

Although we want to keep as many quasars as possible, it

is useless to consider objects for which the polarization angle

measurements are too uncertain. We therefore adopt the reason-

able constraint σθ ≤ 14◦, which is equivalent to p ≥ 2 σp. It is

important to remark that with this signal to noise ratio, the bias

on p is not larger than ∼ 10% (cf. Wardle & Kronberg 1974).

Further, it is necessary to reduce as much as possible the

contamination by extinction in our Galaxy. This is especially

important in our case since this mechanism is well known to

align polarization vectors. On the basis of the Burstein & Heiles

(1982) extinction maps, Berriman et al. (1990) have evaluated

the contribution of the galactic interstellar medium to the polar-

ization of their objects, which are essentially low-polarization

quasars. They conclude that virtually any measured value of p
above 0.6% is intrinsic to the quasar. A similar conclusion is

reached in Hutsemékers et al. (1998), using polarization mea-

surements of faint stars located in the immediate vicinity of the

quasars. We will therefore adopt this necessary cut-off value

and consider only objects with p ≥ 0.6%. It is clear that the

highest the cut-off value, the lower contamination one can ex-

pect. But our sample is dominated by low-polarization quasars,

the number of which precisely peaks near 0.6% (cf. Berriman

et al. 1990), such that choosing a higher cut-off value would

dramatically decrease the number of objects in our sample.

It is also necessary to discard objects at low galactic lat-

itude, the usual choice being |bII | ≥ 20◦. However, looking

at the Burstein & Heiles (1982) maps, there is still significant

extinction between 20◦ and 30◦, especially in the southern part

of the sky: EB−V ' 0.09 is not unusual, which corresponds to

pISM <∼ 0.75% using the standard formula pISM ≤ 8.3EB−V

(Hiltner 1956). This indicates that a more stringent cut-off could

Fig. 3. The distribution in galactic latitude (|bII |) of the quasars from

our compilation. Only those objects with p ≥ 0.6% and σθ ≤ 14◦ are

represented here

be valuable. In Fig. 2, we have used the compilation by Axon

& Ellis (1976) to plot the polarization degree of galactic stars as

a function of their galactic latitude. Only distant stars (d ≥ 400

pc) are considered i.e. those lying beyond the local volume

where most interstellar polarization is imprinted. Here also,

choosing |bII | ≥ 30◦ rather than |bII | ≥ 20◦ appears safer

to have less galactic contamination above p = 0.6%. Adopting

this more stringent cut-off decreases the number of objects in

the sample, but the effect is not so dramatic, first because the

quasar distribution peaks around |bII | ' 40◦ (cf. Fig. 3), and

second because the considered volume of the Universe also de-

creases, such that the number of objects per unit volume, which

is an important quantity in 3D investigations, is essentially un-

affected.

Finally, with the conditions σθ ≤ 14◦, p ≥ 0.6%, |bII | ≥
30◦, and keeping only the best measurement when several are

available (i.e. the ones with the smallest σp), our final sample

amounts to 170 different polarized quasars. With the adopted

constraints, we expect a priori little contamination by extinction

in our Galaxy. The objects are given in Tables 2 and 3, with

some of their characteristics. Note that the uncertainty of the

polarization angle, σθ, is roughly uniformly distributed between

1◦ and 14◦, and has therefore a mean value close to 7◦.

4. Preliminary analysis of the sample

4.1. Are the polarization angles uniformly distributed?

We can test the hypothesis that the polarization angles in the final

sample of 170 quasars are drawn from an uniform distribution

using the Kuiper test (see e.g. Fisher 1993) which is similar to

the well-known Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, but adapted to cir-

cular data. Due to the condition |bII | ≥ 30◦, the objects lie in a

biconical volume, whose northern and southern parts are essen-

tially disconnected except at low redshift. We therefore consider

subsamples at northern and southern galactic latitudes, and at

low and high redshifts. The Kuiper test does not provide any ev-
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Table 2. The final sample of 170 polarized quasars

Object bII z p σp θ σθ Ref

0003−066 −67 0.347 3.50 1.60 160 12 4

0003+158 −45 0.450 0.62 0.16 114 7 2

0013−004 −62 2.084 1.03 0.33 115 10 0

0017+154 −47 2.012 1.14 0.52 137 13 3

0019+011 −61 2.180 0.93 0.26 24 8 2

0021−022 −64 2.296 0.70 0.32 170 14 0

0024+224 −40 1.118 0.63 0.29 90 14 2

0029+002 −62 2.226 0.75 0.34 158 14 0

0050+124 −50 0.061 0.61 0.08 8 3 1

0051+291 −34 1.828 0.80 0.38 119 14 3

0059−275 −88 1.594 1.62 0.29 172 5 0

0100+130 −50 2.660 0.84 0.29 112 10 2

0106+013 −61 2.107 1.87 0.84 143 13 3

0110+297 −33 0.363 2.60 1.15 63 13 2

0117+213 −41 1.493 0.61 0.20 102 9 1

0119+041 −58 0.637 4.20 1.10 59 6 4

0123+257 −36 2.358 1.63 0.81 140 14 3

0130+242 −38 0.457 1.70 0.52 110 9 2

0133+207 −41 0.425 1.62 0.36 49 6 3

0137−018 −62 2.232 1.12 0.29 61 8 0

0137−010 −61 0.330 0.63 0.31 154 14 2

0145+042 −56 2.029 2.70 0.32 131 3 0

0146+017 −58 2.920 1.17 0.23 138 5 2

0148+090 −51 0.299 1.21 0.54 139 13 3

0159−117 −67 0.699 0.65 0.30 4 13 2

0202−172 −70 1.740 3.84 1.13 98 9 6

0205+024 −55 0.155 0.72 0.17 22 7 2

0208−512 −62 1.003 11.50 0.40 88 1 4

0214+108 −47 0.408 1.13 0.22 121 6 2

0226−038 −57 2.064 1.20 0.53 68 13 2

0232−042 −56 1.436 0.91 0.32 163 10 2

0332−403 −54 1.445 14.80 1.80 113 3 4

0333−380 −54 2.210 0.83 0.28 45 10 0

0336−019 −43 0.852 19.40 2.40 22 4 4

0348+061 −35 2.058 1.39 0.51 157 10 2

0350−073 −43 0.962 1.67 0.24 14 4 2

0402−362 −49 1.417 0.60 0.30 66 14 4

0403−132 −43 0.571 3.80 0.50 170 4 4

0405−123 −42 0.574 0.83 0.16 136 5 2

0414−060 −37 0.781 0.78 0.22 146 8 2

0420−014 −33 0.915 11.90 0.50 115 1 4

0438−436 −42 2.852 4.70 1.00 27 6 4

0451−282 −37 2.559 1.80 0.50 66 9 4

0454−234 −35 1.009 27.10 0.50 3 1 6

0506−612 −36 1.093 1.10 0.50 83 12 4

0537−441 −31 0.894 10.40 0.50 136 1 4

0804+499 +32 1.430 8.60 0.70 179 2 4

0836+710 +34 2.170 1.10 0.50 102 12 4

0839+187 +32 1.270 1.74 0.53 100 9 6

0844+349 +38 0.064 0.63 0.13 26 6 1

0848+163 +34 1.932 1.37 0.54 27 11 2

0850+140 +33 1.110 1.05 0.50 106 14 3

0851+202 +36 0.306 10.80 0.30 156 1 4

0855+143 +34 1.048 5.31 2.12 30 11 3

0903+175 +37 2.776 0.93 0.29 60 9 0

0906+430 +43 0.670 3.80 0.40 53 2 4

Object bII z p σp θ σθ Ref

0906+484 +43 0.118 1.08 0.30 148 8 2

0923+392 +46 0.699 0.91 0.35 102 11 3

0946+301 +50 1.216 0.79 0.19 110 7 1

0953+254 +51 0.712 1.45 0.33 127 7 6

0954+556 +48 0.901 8.68 0.82 4 3 6

0954+658 +43 0.368 19.10 0.20 170 1 5

1001+054 +44 0.161 0.77 0.22 74 8 2

1004+130 +49 0.240 0.79 0.11 77 4 1

1009−028 +41 2.745 0.95 0.30 178 9 0

1011+091 +49 2.262 2.12 0.30 143 4 0

1012+008 +44 0.185 0.66 0.23 98 10 1

1029−014 +46 2.038 1.13 0.31 121 8 0

1038+064 +53 1.270 0.62 0.24 149 11 2

1048−090 +43 0.344 0.85 0.30 96 10 2

1049+616 +50 0.422 0.83 0.34 176 12 2

1055+018 +53 0.888 5.00 0.50 146 3 4

1100+772 +39 0.313 0.71 0.22 76 8 2

1114+445 +64 0.144 2.37 0.18 96 2 1

1115+080 +61 1.722 0.68 0.27 46 12 0

1120+019 +57 1.465 1.95 0.27 9 4 0

1127−145 +44 1.187 1.26 0.44 23 10 2

1128+315 +72 0.289 0.95 0.33 172 10 2

1151+117 +69 0.176 0.90 0.19 94 6 1

1156+295 +78 0.729 2.68 0.41 114 4 6

1208+322 +80 0.388 1.03 0.24 26 7 2

1212+147 +75 1.621 1.45 0.30 24 6 0

1216+069 +68 0.334 0.80 0.19 53 7 1

1222+228 +82 2.046 0.84 0.24 150 8 2

1229+204 +82 0.064 0.61 0.12 118 6 2

1231+133 +75 2.386 0.74 0.32 162 14 0

1232+134 +75 2.363 2.02 0.35 98 5 0

1235+089 +71 2.885 2.29 0.29 21 4 0

1244−255 +37 0.633 8.40 0.20 110 1 4

1246−057 +57 2.222 0.91 0.28 146 9 0

1246+377 +80 1.241 1.71 0.58 152 10 2

1252+119 +75 0.870 2.51 0.56 129 6 6

1253−055 +57 0.536 9.00 0.40 67 1 4

1254+047 +67 1.024 1.22 0.15 165 3 1

1255−316 +31 1.924 2.20 1.00 153 12 4

1303+308 +85 1.770 1.12 0.56 170 14 3

1308+326 +83 0.996 12.10 1.50 68 3 4

1309−216 +41 1.491 12.30 0.90 160 2 4

1309−056 +57 2.212 0.78 0.28 179 11 0

1318+290 +83 0.549 0.61 0.28 51 13 2

1321+294 +83 0.960 1.20 0.27 111 6 2

1322+659 +51 0.168 0.81 0.22 90 8 1

1328+307 +81 0.849 1.29 0.49 47 11 3

1331−011 +60 1.867 1.88 0.31 29 5 0

1334−127 +48 0.541 10.60 0.50 8 1 4

1340+289 +79 0.905 0.81 0.35 45 12 2

1347+539 +61 0.976 1.73 0.81 161 14 6

1351+640 +52 0.087 0.66 0.10 11 4 2

1354−152 +45 1.890 1.40 0.50 46 10 4

1354+213 +74 0.300 1.42 0.31 81 6 1

1411+442 +67 0.089 0.76 0.17 61 6 1

1413+117 +65 2.542 1.53 0.31 60 6 0
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Table 3. The final sample of 170 polarized quasars (continued)

Object bII z p σp θ σθ Ref

1416−129 +45 0.129 1.63 0.15 44 3 1

1416+067 +61 1.439 0.77 0.39 123 14 2

1425+267 +69 0.366 1.42 0.23 74 5 2

1429−008 +53 2.084 1.00 0.29 9 9 0

1435−067 +47 0.129 1.44 0.29 27 6 1

1453−109 +41 0.940 1.64 0.54 59 9 3

1458+718 +42 0.905 1.41 0.60 108 12 6

1502+106 +55 1.839 3.00 0.60 160 5 4

1504−166 +35 0.876 5.30 0.70 52 4 4

1508−055 +43 1.191 1.51 0.46 67 9 2

1510−089 +40 0.361 1.90 0.40 79 6 4

1512+370 +59 0.371 1.10 0.23 109 6 2

1522+155 +53 0.628 7.90 1.46 32 5 3

1532+016 +43 1.420 3.50 0.20 131 2 4

1538+477 +52 0.770 0.90 0.14 65 4 1

1545+210 +50 0.266 1.03 0.20 4 5 2

1548+056 +42 1.426 4.70 1.10 14 7 4

1552+085 +43 0.119 1.88 0.23 75 3 1

1611+343 +47 1.401 1.68 0.67 134 11 3

1612+266 +45 0.395 1.24 0.56 81 13 2

1617+175 +41 0.114 0.94 0.17 79 5 1

1633+382 +42 1.814 2.60 1.00 97 11 4

1635+119 +35 0.146 0.82 0.38 175 13 2

1637+574 +40 0.745 2.40 0.80 170 9 5

1641+399 +41 0.594 4.00 0.30 103 2 4

1642+690 +37 0.751 16.60 1.70 8 3 4

1656+571 +38 1.290 1.34 0.31 51 7 6

1721+343 +32 0.206 0.74 0.16 143 6 2

1739+522 +32 1.375 3.70 0.20 172 2 4

Object bII z p σp θ σθ Ref

2121+050 −30 1.878 10.70 2.90 68 6 4

2131−021 −36 0.557 16.90 4.00 93 1 4

2145+067 −34 0.990 0.61 0.23 138 11 2

2154−200 −50 2.028 0.75 0.28 145 12 0

2155−152 −48 0.672 22.60 1.10 7 2 4

2216−038 −47 0.901 1.09 0.44 139 11 2

2223−052 −49 1.404 13.60 0.40 133 1 4

2225−055 −49 1.981 4.37 0.29 162 2 0

2227−088 −52 1.562 9.20 0.87 173 3 6

2230+025 −45 2.147 0.68 0.29 119 14 0

2230+114 −39 1.037 7.30 0.30 118 1 4

2240−370 −61 1.835 2.10 0.28 32 4 0

2243−123 −57 0.630 1.25 0.26 156 6 6

2245−328 −63 2.268 2.30 1.10 73 13 4

2247+140 −39 0.237 1.39 0.38 75 8 2

2251+113 −42 0.323 1.00 0.15 49 4 2

2251+158 −38 0.859 2.90 0.30 144 3 4

2251+244 −31 2.328 1.34 0.67 113 14 3

2254+024 −49 2.090 1.67 0.75 2 13 6

2255−282 −65 0.926 2.00 0.40 112 6 4

2308+098 −46 0.432 1.14 0.16 105 4 2

2326−477 −64 1.302 1.00 0.30 103 8 4

2340−036 −61 0.896 0.87 0.25 130 8 2

2345−167 −72 0.576 4.90 1.50 70 8 4

2349−010 −60 0.174 0.91 0.21 143 7 2

2351−154 −72 2.665 3.73 1.56 13 12 2

2353+283 −33 0.731 1.43 0.54 76 11 3

2354−117 −70 0.949 2.00 0.40 105 6 4

2355−534 −62 1.006 3.70 0.60 126 4 4

References: (0) Hutsemékers et al. 1998, (1) Berriman et al. 1990, (2) Stockman et al. 1984, (3) Moore & Stockman 1984, (4) Impey & Tapia

1990, (5) Impey et al. 1991, (6) Wills et al. 1992

idence for significant deviations from a uniform distribution of

angles, except in the subsample of 75 quasars which are located

in the southern galactic hemisphere. In this case, the Kuiper

statistic is evaluated to be Kn = 1.694, which indicates a re-

jection of the null hypothesis at the 5% significance level (cf.

Arsham 1988), i.e. a marginal evidence for a deviation from

uniformity.

We may also test the statistical isotropy of the histograms

(cf. Fig. 4) using the Hawley & Peebles (1975) Fourier method.

Similar results are obtained i.e. no significant deviation from

a uniform distribution of angles, except in the southern sub-

sample. If ∆1 and ∆2 denotes the coefficients of the wave

model which describe the degree of deviation from isotropy,

we have ∆1 = −0.082 and ∆2 = −0.452 assuming the po-

larization angles of the 75 quasars grouped in 18 bins of 10◦.

Then the probability that the total amplitude ∆ = (∆2
1 + ∆

2
1)1/2

exceeds some chosen value is computed to be P (>∆) = 2%,

using P (> ∆) = exp(−0.25n∆
2) where n = 75 (cf. Haw-

ley & Peebles 1975). This indicates a moderate deviation from

isotropy. The preferred orientation may be calculated from

θ = 0.5 arctan (∆2/∆1) ' 130◦ which corresponds to the peak

seen in the histogram (Fig. 4).

Taking into account the fact that we have considered sev-

eral subsamples with one moderate detection, we may conclude

that there is only weak evidence that the distribution of quasar

polarization angles deviates from uniformity.

4.2. Maps of quasar polarization vectors

In Fig. 5, maps of quasar polarization vectors are illustrated.

The whole sky is split in two parts which correspond to the

northern and southern galactic hemispheres. Nearly all of the

170 quasars of our sample are represented (except 5 objects

with z > 2.3 located in the northern galactic hemisphere). The

objects are represented in redshift slices whose values have been

searched for and chosen to emphasize visible alignments. The

region discussed in Sect. 2 (Fig. 1) is seen in the lower left frame

(with 170◦ ≤ α ≤ 220◦ and 1.0 < z ≤ 2.3). In the following,

we will refer to it as to the region of (quasar polarization vector)

alignments A1.
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Fig. 4. Polarization angle histograms for the whole sample of 170

quasars (top), and for the 75 quasars located in the southern galactic

hemisphere (bottom)

Although this may be quite subjective and dependent on the

projection, at least 2 other large regions where quasar polar-

ization vectors seem coherently oriented may be identified: a

group of objects with polarization angles concentrated around

θ ' 80◦ and located at roughly constant declination δ ∼ 10◦

with 150◦ ≤ α ≤ 250◦ and 0.0 < z ≤ 0.5 (region A2),

and more particularly a well-defined group of 10 objects with

320◦ ≤ α ≤ 360◦ and 0.7 < z ≤ 1.5, for which all polariza-

tion angles lie in the range 103◦ − 144◦ (region A3). The latter

objects are the main contributors to the peak seen in the his-

togram of the southern subsample (Fig. 4). For these quasars,

most measurements (i.e. 7 out of 10) are apparently taken from

the same paper (Impey & Tapia 1990), giving the impression

that we could have pointed out an instrumental bias. But one

should recall that the paper by Impey & Tapia (1990) is also

a compilation, and that 3 of these objects were in fact mea-

sured independently. Furthermore, for 2 of them (2223-052 and

2251+158) the polarization angles were re-measured by Wills

et al. (1992) and are in excellent agreement, such that there is

finally more evidence against an instrumental bias. Note that a

confirmation of the reality of these alignments may simply be

obtained by performing new optical polarization measurements

for other quasars located in the same regions of the sky.

It is particularly interesting to notice that the alignments of

quasar polarization vectors are spatially delimited, and more

particularly in redshift: quasars located along the same line of

sight but with lower or higher redshifts do not show the same

trend. This indicates not only that a 3D analysis is essential, but

also that instrumental or interstellar polarization are not likely

to be responsible for the observed effect.

5. Statistical tests: formulation and description

5.1. A new dedicated statistical test

Apart from the fact that the identified polarization vector align-

ments are apparently localized in the 3D space, we have a priori

no idea on their characteristics, nor on the physics responsible

for them. Statistical tests should therefore be general enough,

and if possible non-parametric, the main goal being the detection

of the effect and the evaluation of its statistical significance. For

this purpose, we design a rather simple measure of polarization

vector alignments, which will be compared to simulations.

First, we adopt comoving distances calculated with

r(z) =
2 c

H0

(1 − (1 + z)−1/2) , (1)

where we assume a flat Universe with a cosmological deceler-

ation parameter q0 = 0.5. H0 is the Hubble constant; its value

is unimportant here since only relative distances are of interest.

The distance from an object to another one is then computed

using the rectangular coordinates

x = r cos δ cosα ,

y = r cos δ sinα , (2)

z = r sin δ ,

α and δ denoting the right ascension and declination of the

object in the equatorial coordinate system. A 2D analysis may

be carried out by fixing r = 1 in Eq. 2.

For each group of nv neighbouring quasars, we consider

the local dispersion of polarization angles as a measure of their

possible alignment. For evaluating a circular dispersion, there

are several possibilities which are essentially related to the mean

direction of the angles, or to the median direction (cf. Fisher

1993). After some experimentation, the dispersion related to the

median was adopted, since it appeared slightly more efficient in

detecting local deviations from uniform distributions of angles.

For each object, we identify the nv nearest neighbours in the

3D (or 2D) space, and compute (Fisher 1993)

d(θ) = 90 − (1/nv)

nv
∑

k=1

|90 − |θk − θ||, (3)

where θ1, · · · , θnv
are the polarization angles of the neighbour-

ing objects. The central object is included in the nv ones and in

the sum (with k = 1). In this expression, it has been accounted

for the fact that polarization angles are axial data, i.e. they do

not span the whole circle but range from 0◦ to 180◦. The mean

dispersion of the polarization angles of the nv objects around

object i, hereafter noted Di, is computed to be the minimum

value of d(θ). If n represents the total number of objects in our

sample, we adopt

SD =
1

n

n
∑

i=1

Di (4)

as a statistic with one parameter nv . If the polarization vectors

are locally aligned, we expect SD to be smaller than in mod-

els where polarization angles are distributed at random on the

objects.

SD measures the concentration of angles for groups of ob-

jects close to each other in space. We may also measure, in a
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Fig. 5. Maps of quasar polarization vectors

in the equatorial coordinate system (right as-

censions are in degrees). Each frame is la-

beled with the redshift range. The different

symbols refer to different catalogues: Stock-

man et al. 1984, and Moore & Stockman

1984 [losanges], Berriman et al. 1990 [tri-

angles], Impey & Tapia 1990, and Impey et

al. 1991 [circles], Wills et al. 1992 [crosses],

Hutsemékers et al. 1998 [squares]

given volume, the spatial concentration of objects which have

similar angles. The combination of both measures is expected

to be more efficient for detecting local coherent orientations, for

example if groups of aligned neighbours have different sizes, or

if their shape is not spherical.

So, for each object i, we first compute an average direction

of the polarization angles of itsnv nearest neighbours, including

the object i itself. The average direction is taken to be the median

direction θ̃ which is the value of θ minimizing the function

d(θ) in Eq. 3. The median is not always uniquely defined since

d(θ) may not have a single minimun, or this minimum may be

quite broad: this situation occurs when the angles tend to be

uniformly distributed, and more particularly when nv is small.

In this case, we choose for the median direction the central value

of the broadest minimum, taking into account the circular nature

of the data. Note that other kinds of average directions may be

considered, like the mean direction defined in the next section

(Eq. 11) which provides comparable results.

To every object k taken among thenv neighbours and whose

polarization angle θk is close to the local median, i.e. objects

for which ∆θk ≤ ∆θc where

∆θk = 90 − |90 − |θk − θ̃|| (5)

and ∆θc is a critical value defined between 0◦ and 90◦ and

fixed in advance, we attribute a weight wk = 1, otherwise wk

= 0. Then, if r(k, k′) represents the distance from object k to
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Fig. 6. An example of the S distribution obtained by running 5000

simulations, with nv = 24 and ∆θc = 60◦. With the same parameters,

the S statistic corresponding to our sample of 170 quasars is computed

to be S? = 33.◦9

object k′, we calculate the average distances

RCi =

∑nv−1

k=1

∑nv

k′=k+1 wkwk′ r(k, k′)
∑nv−1

k=1

∑nv

k′=k+1 wkwk′

, (6)

which refers to objects whose polarization angles are close to

the median direction, and

RFi =

∑nv−1

k=1

∑nv

k′=k+1(1 − wk)(1 − wk′ ) r(k, k′)
∑nv−1

k=1

∑nv

k′=k+1(1 − wk)(1 − wk′ )
, (7)

which refers to objects whose polarization angles are far from

the median direction, the ratio

Ri = RCi/RFi (8)

providing a local measure of the spatial concentration of ob-

jects which have angles close to the median. Ri is expected to

be around 1 when the angles are distributed at random on the

different objects, and smaller than 1 when objects with similar

angles are spatially concentrated. Its value is put equal to 1 when

the number of objects with wk = 1 or the number of objects with

wk = 0 is strictly smaller than 3.

We can now write the final statistic

S =
1

n

n
∑

i=1

Di Ri , (9)

which may be evaluated for different values of the parameters

nv and ∆θc. It is expected to be relatively small for samples in

which local alignments of polarization vectors are present.

Since the quantities Di and Ri are clearly not independent

due to the overlapping regions over which they are calculated,

the distribution ofS andSD must be obtained using simulations.

For this, the positions of the objects are kept fixed, and the po-

larization angles randomly shuffled on the objects. With this

method, each simulated configuration has the same angle his-

togram and object positions as the original sample, but any true

correlation between angles and positions will have been erased,

ensuring that we are essentially testing correlations between an-

gle coherent orientations and object positions. Several thousand

simulated configurations are computed for which the S and SD

statistics are evaluated. A typical example of the S distribution

is illustrated in Fig. 6, for nv = 24 and ∆θc = 60◦. With dif-

ferent values of the parameters, the distribution is shifted or its

shape modified.

If S? is the statistic measured for the original sample, the

statistical significance of the test, or the probability that a value

of S such that S < S? would have been obtained by chance,

may be estimated in computing the percentage of simulated

configurations for which S < S?, up to a resolution fixed by

the number of simulations.

Let us finally note that distributions resulting from randomly

generated (instead of shuffled) angles have also been tried, and

that they give nearly similar statistical significances.

5.2. The Andrews & Wasserman test

After the previously described test was implemented, and most

results obtained, we became aware of the work by Bietenholz

& Kronberg (1984), and Bietenholz (1986). These authors have

re-analysed with appropriate statistical methods the claim by

Birch (1982) that the offset between the position angle of an

extragalactic radio source and the orientation of its radio polar-

ization vector (corrected for Faraday rotation) is correlated with

the source position on the celestial sphere. Although the results

themselves may be of interest for the present study and will be

discussed later, we consider here one of the proposed statistical

tests which may be useful for our purpose: the non-parametric

test originally due to Andrews & Wasserman.

The idea of the Andrews & Wasserman test is to compute

for each object i, the mean direction θ̄i of its nv neighbours, and

to compare this local average to the actual polarization angle of

the object i, θi. If angles are correlated to positions, one expects,

on the average, θi to be closer to θ̄j=i than to θ̄j/=i.
So, for each object i, we consider the nv nearest neighbours

in the 2D or 3D space as in Sect. 5.1, and compute the mean

resultant vector

Yi =
1

nv
(

nv
∑

k=1

cos 2θk,

nv
∑

k=1

sin 2θk) , (10)

where θ1, · · · , θnv
are the polarization angles of the neighbour-

ing objects, excluding i. The factor 2 accounts for the fact that

the polarization angles are axial data. Then, if we let Ȳi denote

the normalized vector Yi, the mean direction θ̄i is given by

Ȳi = (cos 2θ̄i, sin 2θ̄i) . (11)

As a measure of the closeness of θi and θ̄j , one uses the inner

(dot) product Di,j = yi.Ȳj , where yi = (cos 2θi, sin 2θi). If

angles are correlated to positions, Di,j is expected to be, on the

average, larger for j = i than for j /= i. Then, to evaluate the

statistic, one sorts the Di,j=1,n values in increasing order, and

notes ri the rank of Di,j=i. Finally, the test statistic Zc, which
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Fig. 7. Map of the significance level of the S statistical test applied to

our sample of 170 quasars for various combinations of the parameters

nv (in abscissae) and ∆θc (in ordinates). The significance level is

represented on a logarithmic gray scale where white corresponds to

log S.L.≥ −1.3 and black to log S.L.≤ −3

Fig. 8. Same as Fig. 7, but white corresponds to log S.L.≥ −2 and

black to log S.L.≤ −3. The smallest value of the S.L. is 2 10−4, for

nv = 22 and ∆θc = 70◦

is approximately normally distributed (cf. Bietenholz 1986), is

written

Zc =
1

n

n
∑

i=1

Zi (12)

where

Zi =
ri − (n + 1)/2

√

n/12
, (13)

n representing the total number of objects in our sample. Zc

is expected to be significantly larger than zero when the polar-

ization angles are not randomly distributed on object positions.

Again, the number of nearest neighbours nv is a free parameter.

Although this test is normalized, the Di,j=1,n are not inde-

pendent, especially for large nv . When applied to our sample,

simulations were found necessary to obtain accurate statistical

Fig. 9. The significance level of the SD test (triangles) as a function

of nv for our sample of 170 quasars, together with the results of the

S test for ∆θc = 60◦ (stars). The dotted and dashed horizontal lines

respectively indicate S.L. = 0.05 and 0.01

significances, i.e. to better than a factor 2-3. If Z?
c is the statis-

tic measured for the original sample, the statistical significance

of the test may be evaluated by computing the percentage of

simulated configurations for which Zc > Z?
c .

5.3. A modified Andrews & Wasserman test

The original Andrews & Wasserman test may be modified in an

interesting way. The length of the mean resultant vector Yi pro-

vides in fact a natural measure of the dispersion of the angles,

being large if the angles are concentrated around the mean di-

rection (e.g. Fisher 1993). By using the dot product Di,j = yi.Yj

instead of Di,j = yi.Ȳj , one gives more weight to the groups of

objects for which the local average has actually a sense, i.e. to

those for which the polarization vectors are coherently oriented.

Apart from this, the statistic Zm
c of this modified Andrews &

Wasserman test is calculated in the same way.

5.4. Visualization of the results

The previous tests may tell us if a statistically significant ori-

entation effect exists in the sample, or not. However, it would

be interesting to know which groups of objects contribute the

most to the effect, and if the groups visually identified in Fig. 5

have some statistical reality or not. For this, we use a method

adapted from Dressler & Shectman (1988) which was proposed

for detecting sub-structures in clusters of galaxies.

For each object i, a local statistic Si has been defined: Si

= Di, DiRi, Zi or Zm
i (cf. Eqs. 4, 9, 12). It may be evaluated

for the original sample, S?
i , as well as for every simulated con-

figuration, such that one can compute <Si>, the average over

the whole set of simulations, and σi, the corresponding standard

deviation. Then we calculate

si =
<Si> −S?

i

2 σi
, (14)
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Fig. 10. The significance level of the Zc and Zm
c tests (respectively,

triangles and stars) as a function of nv for our sample of 170 quasars.

For clarity, the Zc results have been shifted upwards by 0.5. The dotted

and dashed horizontal lines respectively indicate S.L. = 0.05 and 0.01

Fig. 11. The significance level of the S test (∆θc = 60◦) as a function

of nv for our sample of 170 quasars, when the test is applied to the real

data (stars), and to the first ten randomized models (other symbols).

The dotted and dashed horizontal lines respectively indicate S.L. = 0.05

and 0.01

which provides a measure of the local departure to random mod-

els. If we only consider the positive values of si when Si = Di

or Si = DiRi, and the negative values of si when Si = Zi or

Si = Zm
i , one may draw around each object i a circle of radius

ρi ∝ exp |si| − 1 , (15)

such that the larger the circle, the larger the contribution of

object i to a local orientation effect. Put on maps, clusters of

large circles may help to identify regions in which polarization

vector alignments prevail, if one carefully keeps in mind that

the points are not statistically independent.

Fig. 12. The significance level of theZm
c test as a function ofnv for our

sample of 170 quasars, when the test is applied to the real data (stars),

and to the first ten randomized models (other symbols). The dotted and

dashed horizontal lines respectively indicate S.L. = 0.05 and 0.01

6. Results from the statistical tests

The selected sample of 170 quasars has been analysed using the

tests S, SD, Zc, and Zm
c , and considering the objects located

in the 3D space. The parameters have been varied around val-

ues expected from the preliminary analyses (Sects. 2 & 4), then

largely explored to check the behavior and stability of the results.

Finally, the test statistics have been computed fornv between 10

and 40 nearest neighbours, and ∆θc between 30◦ and 80◦. Let

us recall that nv represents the number of neighbours including

the central object for the S-type tests, while excluding it for

the Z-type tests. As far as computing time is concerned, the Z-

type tests are significantly faster than the S-type ones such that

smaller increments in nv were taken to allow a direct compari-

son of the results. In order to evaluate the significance level of

the statistical tests, 5000 models with randomly shuffled angles

have been considered. The tests were applied to each random-

ized model for the adopted range of parameters, and statistical

distributions have been constructed for each nv , or combination

ofnv and ∆θc. The test statistics computed for the real data with

a given set of parameters were then compared to the statistical

distributions obtained with the same parameters.

The results of the S test, which depend on both nv and ∆θc,

are conveniently illustrated in Figs. 7 & 8, which represent maps

of the significance level (S.L.) in the (nv , ∆θc)-plane. Only S.L.

evaluated to be lower than 0.05 (0.01) are illustrated in Fig. 7

(Fig. 8), the darker the points the smaller the S.L. We emphasize

that the S.L. values are not independent. The variation with the

parameters appears rather smooth, and a significant deviation

from randomness is detected around nv ∼ 24 with 0.001 <
S.L. < 0.01, quite independently of ∆θc (Fig. 8). Significance

levels as small as 2 10−4 were measured but are not consid-

ered as representative. The values of nv which minimize the

S.L., although larger than the 10-15 coherently oriented objects
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Fig. 13. Maps in the equatorial coordinate

system of the local contributions to the sig-

nificance level of the S test, for nv = 24 and

∆θc = 60◦. Each frame is labeled with the

redshift range

visually identified in Fig. 5, are in good agreement with the ex-

pected values since the number of neighbours used in the tests

must necessarily encompass the physical structures, due to the

way the tests are designed. In addition, these structures may

be slanted with respect to the line of sight and contain more

members than actually seen on projected maps.

The results of the SD test, which do not depend on ∆θc,

are given in Fig. 9 together with a representative example of

the S test obtained for ∆θc = 60◦. As expected, the SD test

is less sensitive, although it indicates moderate deviation from

randomness with 0.01 < S.L. < 0.05, quite independently of

nv . The S.L. of the Z-type tests are illustrated in Fig. 10. The

Zm
c test detects a deviation from uniformity for nv ' 18 −

20 with S.L. < 0.01, confirming the previous results. The Zc

test appears to be the less sensitive with a rather noisy S.L. It

nevertheless indicates a moderate deviation from randomness

near nv ∼ 22 with 0.01 < S.L. < 0.05. The slightly larger

values of nv obtained with the S test when compared to the Zm
c

test may probably be accounted for by the fact that one needs at

least three mis-aligned objects among thenv nearest neighbours

for computing the distance ratio Ri (Eq. 8).

Although there is a good agreement between the values of

nv minimizing the significance level of the statistical tests and

those expected from Fig. 5 (the results are not too dependent

on ∆θc), the parameter values were in fact not exactly known

a priori. It is therefore important to have an estimate of the

significance independently of the values of ∆θc and nv . Since

the results at different ∆θc and nv are not independent, we have

computed for each of the 5000 randomized models the smallest

S.L. given by the tests for whatever nv and ∆θc it occurs at, and

constructed the distribution of these minimum values. Since the

minimum S.L. does not occur at the same nv or ∆θc for the

different realizations (cf. Figs. 11 & 12), S.L. have been used

instead of statistics, the latter being not normalized. Then, the

smallest S.L. for the real data, also evaluated whatever the value

of nv or ∆θc, has been compared to the previously obtained

distribution, and a “global” S.L. derived. Considering the whole

range of ∆θc andnv , i.e. ∆θc = 30◦ to 80◦ andnv = 10 to 40, the

global S.L. is found to be equal to 0.005 for the S test. For the

Zm
c test, the global S.L. is 0.015 with nv = 10 to 40. Since the

parameter space has been more largely explored than necessary,

these values may be seen as upper limits.

Now, it is interesting to see which groups of objects con-

tribute the most to the deviation, and if they correspond, or not,

to the regions of alignments visually identified in Sect. 4.2. The

local contributions to the significance levels of the S and Zm
c

tests are illustrated for a representative case in Figs. 13 & 14

where the 170 quasars are plotted on maps comparable to those

of Fig. 5, following the method described in Sect. 5.4. Note

that we should not expect a one-to-one correlation between the

quasars whose polarization vectors are apparently aligned and

those associated with a small local significance level. On the
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Fig. 14. Maps in the equatorial coordinate

system of the local contributions to the sig-

nificance level of the Zm
c test, for nv = 19.

Each frame is labeled with the redshift range

maps, the larger and more numerous the circles, the larger the

contribution to a local deviation from uniformity, although we

re-emphasize that large circles are not independent. It can be

seen from Figs. 13 & 14 that the strongest concentration of

large circles roughly coincides with the high redshift region of

alignments A3 (320◦ ≤ α ≤ 360◦; cf. Fig. 5 and Sect. 4.2).

Nearby and also contributing is a small group of quasars lo-

cated at α ∼ 10◦, δ ∼ 20◦, which may be identified on the high

redshift (z ≥ 1.5) map of Fig. 5; it could constitute an exten-

sion of region A3. Large regions with little or no circles are also

seen: the contrast between the high and low redshift maps is par-

ticularly striking. This statistically confirms that the regions of

polarization vector alignments are spatially delimited, namely

in redshift. Significant local deviations from randomness also

coincides with the high redshift region A1 (170◦ ≤ α ≤ 220◦),

suggesting it is detected by the tests, although not as strongly

as region A3. This difference may be due to the fact that the

most aligned objects of region A1 lie in a relatively narrow re-

gion (cf. Sect. 2), while the tests are more efficient for detecting

spherical structures. This nevertheless confirms the preliminary

detection of region A1 reported in Sect. 2. Finally, the low red-

shift region A2 is also possibly detected, but mainly by the Zm
c

test. Note that similar conclusions are reached when considering

other combinations of ∆θc and nv associated with small S.L.

These results indicate that the statistically significant groups of

objects are spatially delimited, namely in redshift, and that they

correspond reasonably well to the regions visually identified in

Fig. 5.

Finally, the statistical tests were run in 2D assuming all

quasars located at the same distance, i.e. on the surface of a

sphere (r = 1 in Eq. 2). The significance levels are definitely

worse than in the 3D case. Typical results are illustrated in

Fig. 15: for all nv , S.L. > 0.01 with the S test, and S.L. > 0.05

with the Zm
c test. This suggests weak to no real evidence for de-

viations from uniformity when the 3D positions of the objects

are not fully taken into account.

6.1. The importance of the selection criteria

Our sample of 170 quasars was obtained by applying quite se-

vere selection criteria to eliminate at best the contamination by

our Galaxy (cf. Sect. 3). In order to know a posteriori if these

were justified, we completely relax the constraints on bII and p
before applying the tests again. Although the size of the sample

increases to 249 quasars, none of the S or Z-type tests indi-

cate significant deviations from randomness, suggesting that

the contamination is real when no selection is applied, in agree-

ment with the study by Berriman et al. (1990, cf. Sect. 3). On the

contrary, if the constraints are too strong, the sample is too small

and significant results cannot be obtained. It is nevertheless in-

teresting to note that with the condition |bII | ≥ 35◦ instead of

|bII | ≥ 30◦, a deviation from uniformity is detected by both the
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Fig. 15. The significance level of the Zm
c and S tests (respectively,

triangles and stars) as a function of nv for our sample of 170 quasars,

when all quasars are assumed located at the same distance (2D case).

For the S test, ∆θc = 60◦. The dotted and dashed horizontal lines

respectively indicate S.L. = 0.05 and 0.01

Fig. 16. The significance level of the Zm
c and S tests (respectively,

triangles and stars) as a function of nv for a more constrained sample

of 153 quasars. For the S test, ∆θc = 60◦. The dotted and dashed

horizontal lines respectively indicate S.L. = 0.05 and 0.01

S and Zm
c tests with a comparable to better S.L. (cf. Fig. 16),

although the size of the sample has decreased to 153 objects.

6.2. The dependence on the coordinate system

The statistical tests used in the present paper are invariant under

rotations of the polarization angles and of the coordinates of

the sources α and δ. In fact, since only relative distances are of

interest, the object position may be expressed in any coordinate

system on the celestial sphere. But this is not true for the polar-

ization angles which are defined relative to the meridians and

depend on the polar axis. The importance for the statistical tests

may be easily understood if one imagines a group of objects

in the sky with aligned polarization vectors: if projected on the

equatorial region of the celestial sphere, the alignment will be

more or less conserved and detected by the tests. However, if

one puts a pole just in the middle of the group, the projected

angles will range from 0◦ to 180◦ and the alignment be un-

detected, although the dependence of the angles on positions

is still highly organized. We therefore expect the significance

level of our statistical tests to vary with the adopted polar axis.

To investigate this effect, we consider a new arbitrary north-

ern pole, the equatorial coordinates of which are αp, δp. In the

associated new system of coordinates, the polarization angle θN
of an object is given by

tan(θ − θN ) =
cos δp sin

(

αp − α
)

sin δp cos δ − sin δ cos δp cos
(

αp − α
) , (16)

where θ is the polarization angle in the equatorial coordinate

system, and α, δ the equatorial coordinates of the object. For

example, polarization angles projected in galactic coordinates

are computed with αp = 192◦ and δp = 27◦, which are the

equatorial coordinates of the North Galactic Pole. Since the

polarization vectors are not oriented, only the polar direction is

meaningful, and (αp + 180◦, δp) is equivalent to (αp,−δp).

For each pole (αp, δp) we have therefore a different set of

polarization angles for which the statistics and the significance

levels may be computed. The results are illustrated in Fig. 17

which represents a map in the (αp, δp)-plane of the statistic Zm
c

applied to our sample of 170 quasars and averaged over nv

= 17 to 23. Ideally one should have used S.L. instead of the

statistic but at the cost of a too large amount of computing time.

However, since the Zm
c statistic is normalized, its values may

be roughly seen as usual σ values, which is sufficient for the

present purpose.

It is clear from Fig. 17 that the S.L. of the test depends on the

adopted pole. Regions of higher and lower S.L. are clearly seen

when compared to our previous results obtained in equatorial

coordinates (δp = 90◦); a spot of higher significance is identi-

fied near (130◦, 35◦). A very similar pattern with a spot near

(120◦, 35◦) is observed using the S statistic suitably averaged

over nv and ∆θc, although this map appears less contrasted.

For confirmation, the tests were run adopting the pole (125◦,

35◦), and the significance levels were computed. For all the S,

SD, Zc, and Zm
c tests, definitely lower S.L. are obtained over

larger nv ranges, S.L < 10−3 being frequently observed. Typ-

ical examples, which should be compared to those in Fig. 10,

are illustrated in Fig. 18; they were obtained by running 10000

simulations for the Z-type tests. Moreover, by visualizing the

local S.L. as in Figs. 13 & 14, we have noticed that the increased

significance of the tests is essentially due to the same groups of

objects rather than to additional ones. Now, since the position of

the spot does not correspond to the pole of an already known cos-

mical direction, like the Local Supercluster Pole (283◦, 16◦), the

Cosmic Microwave Background Dipole (168◦, −7◦), or the di-

rection to the Great Attractor (200◦, −40◦) (Bennett et al. 1996,

Scaramella et al. 1989), it should not be considered as more than
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Fig. 17. Map of the Zm
c statistic averaged over nv = 17 to 23, as a func-

tion of the equatorial coordinates αp (abscissae) and δp (ordinates) of

an arbitrary northern pole. The statistic is represented on a logarithmic

gray scale where white corresponds to Zm
c ≤ 1 and black to Zm

c ≥ 3.

Note that (αp + 180◦, δp) is equivalent to (αp,−δp)

a statistical fluctuation, probably due to the non-uniform distri-

bution of coherently oriented objects in a rather limited sample.

The important conclusion is that the significance of our previ-

ous results in equatorial coordinates appears intermediate and

not exceptional.

6.3. Conclusions on test results

From the previous results, we may conclude that in our sample

of 170 quasars, 3D statistical tests provide evidence that local

alignments of polarization vectors are present, and that these

cannot be ascribed to random fluctuations with global signif-

icance levels of 0.005 and 0.015, depending on the test. The

higher significance reached in several cases cannot be consid-

ered as representative, but indicates that the reported signifi-

cance levels are stable and not exceptional.

The tests show that the polarization vectors are coherently

oriented in groups of nv ∼ 20 quasars, spatially delimited, and

roughly corresponding to the regions visually identified on po-

larization vector maps. Large regions where angle distributions

are compatible with random fluctuations are also seen.

7. Discussion

7.1. Are the alignments due to instrumental or interstellar po-

larization?

A first possible explanation for the observed polarization vec-

tor alignments is a strong instrumental bias which affects the

measurements, at least for the quasars which participate to the

Fig. 18. The significance level of the Zc and Zm
c tests (respectively,

triangles and stars) as a function of nv for our sample of 170 quasars,

with the polarization angles projected in a coordinate system of north-

ern pole (αp = 125◦, δp = 35◦). Note that for nv = 25, the S.L. of

the Zm
c test is in fact unresolved, and therefore smaller than illustrated.

The dotted and dashed horizontal lines respectively indicate S.L. = 0.05

and 0.01

effect. However this interpretation is unlikely since the objects

with aligned polarization vectors were not measured by the same

authors, nor using identical techniques (cf. Fig. 5, Sect. 4.2, and

Tables 1, 2 and 3,). Also, objects measured in different surveys

have polarization angles which are generally in good agree-

ment. Furthermore, very large polarization degrees (≥ 10%)

are sometimes recorded and these cannot be easily ascribed to

an instrumental effect. Finally, if instrumental polarization is re-

sponsible for the effect, one would expect the mean directions

of the aligned polarization vectors to coincide with 0◦ or 90◦,

which is not the case.

Extinction by dust grains in our Galaxy is well known to

polarize light from distant stars and to be at the origin of local

alignments of polarization vectors (Mathewson & Ford 1970,

Axon & Ellis 1976). Since this interstellar polarization certainly

affects to some extent the quasar measurements, we have applied

severe selection criteria to eliminate at best this contamination.

As a whole, our final sample of 170 objects is most probably

quite free of contamination, but a few affected objects may re-

main, and we cannot be sure a priori that these objects are not

precisely those which participate to an alignment. The follow-

ing discussion will therefore essentially concern the quasars

belonging to the regions of alignments A1, A2 and A3, plus a

few objects possibly connected to region A3 (cf. Sect. 6), i.e. a

total of 43 objects.

First, if extinction in our Galaxy is the dominant mechanism

of alignment, we would expect quasars located approximately

along the same line of sight to have similar polarization angles

independently of their redshift. The contrary is definitely ob-

served (Fig. 5): alignments are well delimited in redshift (cf.

region A3), with even different mean directions along the same
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Fig. 19. Histograms of the polarization angle difference

∆θ = 90 − |90 − |θ− θstar||, where θ refers to a quasar with aligned

polarization vector and θstar to the nearest galactic star on the celestial

sphere. The stellar data are from the Axon & Ellis (1976) catalogue.

Top: all stars are taken into account; bottom: only those stars with

d ≥ 400 pc are considered

line of sight (cf. regions A1 & A2). One might argue that the

polarization degree might depend on redshift since it refers to

different rest-frame spectral regions; in this case the quasar po-

larization could be significantly smaller for some redshift ranges

and the contamination by the Galaxy larger. But, on the aver-

age,p is not smaller for quasars with aligned polarization vectors

than for objects at lower or higher redshifts located along the

same line of sight (cf. Tables 1, 2 and 3); moreover some of these

quasars have very large p values which are difficult to ascribe to

interstellar polarization, especially at high galactic latitudes. For

comparison, if we consider distant stars located at high galactic

latitudes (i.e. 150 stars with d ≥ 400pc and |bII | ≥ 30◦ from

the catalogue of Axon & Ellis 1976), only 10 of them have

p ≥ 0.6% and 2 have p ≥ 1.0% (cf. Fig. 2). Low polariza-

tions (p ≤ 0.3%) are also reported by Berdyugin & Teerikorpi

(1997) for stars close to the North Galactic Pole. In fact, the po-

larization degree of quasars with aligned polarization vectors is

significantly higher than that of galactic stars located nearby on

the celestial sphere, which is a direct consequence of our selec-

tion criteria. In addition, these quasars are not located in regions

of particularly high extinction: when reported on the Burstein

& Heiles (1982) extinction maps, nearly all objects are located

in regions where interstellar EB−V ≤ 0.03, i.e. pISM ≤ 0.3%.

In fact, the existence of a correlation between quasar structural

axis and polarization angle indicates that the polarization is es-

sentially intrinsic to the objects (Rusk 1990, Impey et al. 1991).

This also means that the Galaxy should first de-polarize the

light before producing alignments, such that even more obscur-

ing material would be needed for affecting quasars than for

affecting distant unpolarized stars.

Now, in order to compare the polarization angles them-

selves, we have searched in the Axon & Ellis (1976) catalogue

the nearest polarized galactic star to each quasar which partic-

ipates to an alignment. As seen in Fig. 19, no relation is found

between the angles, i.e. no major concentration near ∆θ ∼ 0◦

in the histograms. Similar results are obtained when consid-

ering more than one nearest star. The three groups of aligned

polarization vectors have also been compared to the global ori-

entations seen throughout the Galaxy, namely on the maps of

Axon & Ellis (1976) and Mathewson & Ford (1970) (see also

Fig. 20). Such a comparison is rather subjective since it is of-

ten not easy to define a mean trend, especially at high galactic

latitudes where fewer stars have been observed. Also, visual

impressions depend on the used projection. However, the mean

direction of region A1 (170◦ ≤ α ≤ 220◦) appears completely

different from the galactic trend. Unfortunately nothing similar

can be said about region A3 (320◦ ≤ α ≤ 360◦) due to the large

dispersion of polarization vector orientations in the correspond-

ing region of the Galaxy. Only a few (∼ 5) quasars in the right

part (α ≥ 200◦) of the low-redshift region of alignments A2

(cf. Fig. 5) seem to have polarization vectors in the same direc-

tion as those of nearby stars, suggesting that their polarization

could be of galactic origin. This region roughly corresponds to

the North Polar Spur (Mathewson & Ford 1970, Berkhuijsen

1973). In fact, the small, moderately significant, excess seen in

the first bin of one of the histograms of Fig. 19 (d ≥ 400 pc) is

due to these objects.

Statistical tests support this apparently weak contamination

by instrumental and interstellar polarization. As expected, when

the tests are applied to the sample of 150 galactic stars with

d ≥ 400pc and |bII | ≥ 30◦, local deviations from unifor-

mity are detected in 2D with a high significance. In fact, for

10 ≤ nv ≤ 20, Zm
c ' 6 and S.L. is unresolved with 5000 sim-

ulations. Considering therefore the values of Zm
c , one obtains a

slightly better significance when angles are projected in galac-

tic coordinates than in equatorial ones. On the contrary, for our

sample of 170 quasars, the tests run in 2D (Fig. 15) do not de-

tect anymore the significant effect observed in 3D, whatever the

adopted coordinate system. Furthermore, neither the Celestial

Pole nor the Galactic Pole correspond to a maximum of signifi-

cance in Fig. 17, in agreement with the idea that the orientation

effect is not due to an instrumental bias nor to a contamination

by our Galaxy.

All these arguments concur to indicate that the observed po-

larization vector alignments are not likely to be an artefact due

to instrumental polarization, or to result from interstellar polar-

ization in our Galaxy. Since most knowledge of polarization by

our Galaxy is from stars which, although distant, belong to it,

one could invoke a different behavior of polarization in some

remote regions of our Galaxy, or some unknown mechanisms.

But even in this case it would be difficult to explain the red-

shift dependence of the observed alignments. We may therefore

conclude that the observed alignments of quasar polarization

vectors are most probably of extragalactic origin.

7.2. Are the alignments of cosmological origin?

The observed alignments of quasar polarization vectors may re-

flect an intrinsic property of the objects, or reveal a mechanism
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Fig. 20. Maps of galactic star polariza-

tion vectors projected in the equatorial co-

ordinate system (right ascensions are in

degrees). Data are from the Axon & El-

lis (1976) catalogue. Only those stars with

d ≥ 400 pc and |bII | ≥ 20◦ are represented

which affects light on its travel towards us. The fact that they

are observed at high redshift, with different or no counterpart

at lower redshift, indicates the existence of correlations in ob-

jects or fields on very large spatial scales; the fact that they are

spatially delimited suggests that this is not a global effect at the

scale of the Universe. The orientation effect is observed indepen-

dently of the nature of the objects: it concerns both radio-quiet

and radio-loud quasars, as well as BAL, high or low polariza-

tion objects. Let us recall that for at least part of our sample,

polarization angles are related to the morphological axis of the

objects, indicating that the bulk of polarization should originate

in the quasar themselves.

Several mechanisms may affect light as it propagates

through the Universe, the most simple naturally producing po-

larization vector alignments being dichroism, or selective ab-

sorption. As far as we know, the only known mechanism of this

type is extinction by aligned dust grains, which could be located

in galaxies along the line of sight (Webster et al. 1995, Masci &

Webster 1995). For the intervening galaxies to act as analysers,

one would require rather precise coherent orientations of their

axis on large scales, but also a fine tuning between the original

quasar polarization and the extinction in the galaxies. More-

over, one would expect strong reddening, which is certainly

not true for the optically selected objects. Other light propa-

gation effects rely on optical activity, or circular birefringence,

which produces a rotation of the plane of polarization. The most

common is the well-known Faraday rotation which essentially

works at radio wavelengths, being proportional to the square

of the wavelength. Possible mechanisms based on anisotropic

cosmologies, interactions with cosmic strings, vortices or pseu-

doscalar fields have also been proposed, and some of them al-

ready ruled out (Brans 1975, Manohar 1988, Harvey & Nakulich

1989, Carroll et al. 1990, Carroll & Field 1991, Harari & Sikivie

1992, Masperi & Savaglio 1995). In general, if one starts with

a random distribution of polarization vectors, rotation effects

are unable to produce alignments. However, within regions per-

meated by some cosmic magnetic field, the polarization vectors

may oscillate between their initial direction and that related to

the field (Harari & Sikivie 1992) such that, on the average, the

polarization vectors could appear coherently oriented. Interest-

ingly enough, a small amount of dichroism is also expected in

this case, through the conversion of photons into pseudoscalars.

Such an effect would scramble but not completely wash away

the correlation between polarization angles and morphological

axes (which is not so tight indeed). Although it is far from clear

whether this mechanism can work on the observed scales, it is

also difficult on the observational point of view to explain why

objects at higher redshifts along the same line of sight do not

have accordingly aligned polarization vectors, and why align-

ments with different mean directions exist along the same line

of sight (cf. regions A1 & A2). This remark indeed applies to

every effect based on light propagation.

On the other hand, we may admit that the quasars them-

selves, i.e. their structural axes, are coherently oriented on large

spatial scales, in agreement with the observed correlation be-

tween object structure and polarization. In this case, one must

seek for a mechanism acting at the epoch of formation, like

for example those proposed to explain the possible alignments

of galaxy rotation axes in nearby clusters, although the latter

phenomenon, still controversial, refers to much smaller scales

(MacGillivray et al. 1982, Djorgovski 1987, and references

therein). Coherent orientations of structural axes may provide

evidence for a weak cosmological magnetic field (Reinhardt

1971). Although speculative, such a scenario could more natu-

rally account for the different local behaviors and mean direc-

tions. Note that the correlation between structure and polariza-

tion angles is only established for some quasars of our sample,

and not necessarily for those quasars which participate to an

alignment (there are not enough measurements for the latter

objects).

It is important to specify that the correlation between struc-

tural axes and polarization vectors which seems valid for most

quasars (including BL Lac objects) arises between the optical

polarization vector and the core structural axis as measured on

milli-arcsecond (VLBI) scale, these two quantities being ap-

parently always aligned (Rusk 1990, Impey et al. 1991). Larger

(VLA) structures compared to optical polarization vectors show

a bimodal distribution, with alignment for the low polariza-

tion quasars and anti-alignment for the highly polarized ones

(Moore & Stockman 1984, Rusk 1990, Berriman et al. 1990).

Bimodal distributions are also observed when radio polarization

vectors and VLBI structure axes are compared (BL Lac objects
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included), when radio polarization vectors and VLA structure

axes are compared, and also when radio-galaxies are considered

(Clarke et al. 1980, Rusk 1987, Rusk 1990, Cimatti et al. 1993,

and references therein). These properties and the fact that the

optical and radio polarization angles of quasars are weakly or

not correlated (Rusk & Seaquist 1985, Impey & Tapia 1990,

Rusk 1990) may explain why no deviation from uniformity has

been reported in the distribution of radio polarization angles for

samples mixing quasars and radio-galaxies3 (Bietenholz 1986).

Furthermore, since in the framework of unification models (e.g.

Antonucci 1993, Urry & Padovani 1995), radio-galaxies are

thought to be identical to quasars but differently oriented, it is

not excluded that coherent orientation effects cannot be detected

for these objects.

8. Conclusions and final remarks

In the present study, we find that the optical polarization vectors

of quasars are not randomly distributed over the sky as naturally

expected, but appear coherently oriented on very large spatial

scales. Statistical tests indicate that this effect is significant.

This orientation effect appears spatially delimited in 3D,

typically occuring in groups of 10-20 objects; apparently, not

all quasars have aligned polarization vectors. The fact that the

polarization vectors of objects approximately located along the

same line of sight are not accordingly aligned constitutes a very

important observational constraint. However, since only small

numbers of objects with different redshifts can be found exactly

in front of the regions of interest, especially at higher redshifts,

it would be worthwhile to confirm this result with additional

polarimetric observations. The orientation effect itself could be

confirmed independently by obtaining new measurements for

other quasars located in the identified regions of alignments, the

preferential direction of polarization vectors being predicted.

The data could then be analysed with simple binomial statistics

(as in Sect. 2), with the advantage that the objects contributing to

the significance correspond to those visually identified without

any ambiguity.

Since instrumental bias and contamination by interstellar

polarization in our Galaxy are apparently unlikely to be respon-

sible for the observed effect, the very large scale at which it is ob-

served suggests the presence of correlations in objects or fields

on spatial scales ∼ 1000h−1 Mpc at redshifts z ' 1-2, h being

the Hubble constant in units of 100 km s−1 Mpc−1. Although

more objects are needed to determine the scale accurately, this

is more comparable to the size of the Cosmic Microwave Back-

ground anisotropies detected by COBE (Smoot et al. 1992) than

to the largest structures detected so far from galaxies or from

quasar absorption line systems (<∼ 150h−1 Mpc, Einasto et al.

1997, Quashnock et al. 1996).

3 We confirm the absence of deviation from randomness also in 3D

by applying our statistical tests to approximately the same data set, i.e. a

sample of ∼ 300 objects with known redshift from Simard-Normandin

et al. 1981. But one should notice that the redshift distribution is quite

different from that in our sample, with significantly more objects at

lower redshifts

No definite interpretation exists for this orientation effect,

given the data. Since polarization angles are apparently corre-

lated to structural axes, it is tempting to admit that the objects

themselves are coherently oriented, suggesting a primordial ori-

gin. However, it is not clear at all that this correlation is valid

for those quasars with aligned polarization vectors. In order to

check this, it would be worthwhile to obtain VLBI data for them,

and to see if the structural axes are also coherently oriented. Fur-

thermore, it will certainly be interesting to know if the different

classes of objects (quasars, radio-galaxies, BL Lac objects, etc)

behave similarly, or not.

Whatever its origin, this new effect, if confirmed, may be of

great interest for cosmology, especially since different interpre-

tations are subject to direct observational tests.
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